
REGULATIONS OF MASS EVENTS 
 

World Cup, European Championship, World Cup 
Rock’n’Roll Acrobatic Cracow 6-7 Aprill 2019 

 
 The following terms used in the regulations will have the following meanings: 
- "order and information services" means persons appointed by the organizer, including employees 
of a security and property agency to take care of the safety of persons participating in the event; 
members of security and information services dressed in accordance with the Act with uniform 
costumes and having the required IDs issued by the organizer of the event. All employees of the 
order and information service have in accordance with the Ordinance of the Council of Ministers of 
March 23.2010 a certificate of completion of training in the performance of the tasks of a member 
of the order and information service. 
- "event area" Sports and Entertainment Hall KS Bronowianka (Building A) with adjacent 
communication routes; 
- "event participant" means a person participating in the event. 
                

§ 1 
These regulations (hereinafter referred to as "regulations") are issued on the basis of the 
provisions of the Act of March 20, 2009 on the safety of mass events (hereinafter referred to as 
"the Act") and on the basis of the provisions of the Civil Code. 
Regulations are issued by the organizer of the event - Sport Club PODWAWELSKI, 30-334 Krakow, ul. 
Komandosow St. 21, hereinafter referred to as the "organizer" and relates to a mass event - World 
Championships, European Championships, World Cup in Rock'n'Rollu Acrobatic, organized on 6 
and 7 April 2019 each time between 10.00 - 23.30 at Sports and Entertainment Hall KS 
Bronowianka in Krakow at ul. Zarzecze ST. 124A. 
Regulations are directed to all persons who during the event will be staying in the area where the 
event is being held. Every person staying in this area during the event is obliged to comply with the 
provisions of these Regulations. 
The purpose of the regulations is to define the rules of behavior of people present at the event and 
their use of the area and equipment on which the event is held. Each participant of this event must 
read the rules of the mass event.       

§ 2 
Entry tickets and IDs are valid. 

§ 3 
1. It is forbidden to bring and have during the event: 
- weapons or other dangerous objects, 
- explosives, 
- pyrotechnic articles, 
- fire-hazardous materials, 
- alcoholic beverages, 
- narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances or similarly acting, 
- glass as well as beverages in glass packaging 
2. It is forbidden to introduce dogs and other animals to the event area. 
3. It is forbidden to conduct any commercial activity (including catering) or other commercial 
activity on the premises of the event. 
4. It is forbidden to devastate and destroy the object and its surroundings, as well as any devices 
located on the premises of the event. 
5. The event organizer may refuse to enter the party and stay on it to people: 



- under the visible influence of alcohol, intoxicants, psychotropic drugs or other similar substances, 
- possessing weapons or other dangerous objects, explosives, pyrotechnic articles, fire-hazardous 
materials, alcoholic beverages, narcotic drugs or psychotropic substances and other similar 
substances, 
- behaving aggressively, provocatively or otherwise posing a threat to the safety or order of the 
event, 
- against whom a decision has been issued prohibiting them from entering a mass event, 
- to whom a decision has been made requiring them to refrain from being in places of mass events, 
- to whom a foreign ban was issued, 
- to whom a club ban was issued, 
- refusing to submit to an inspection (checking entitlements, presenting legitimacy, browsing the 
contents of luggage or clothing), 
6. The participants of the event and all other persons who are on the premises of the event are 
obliged to follow orders of order and information services, including the safety manager. Refusal to 
comply with these instructions may only result from their incompatibility with generally applicable 
laws. 
7. Admission of minors to the event area is possible only under the care of an adult and the sole 
responsibility of the persons who supervise them. 

§ 4 
1. The organizer provides security for the people present during the mass event and ensures order 
throughout its duration through e.g..: 
— order-keeping services and information-providing services that are properly uniformed and 
marked, 
— the appointment of a manager for security matters, who supervises and directs the work of the 
order-keeping and information-providing services and organizes its work 
— providing with medical help as well as sanitary and hygienic facilities, 
— a switch of seats for an event participant if needed. 
2. The organizer — in the field specified by an act and an executive regulation —  is entitled to 
record the event, in particular- the behaviour od people, with an equipment recording images and 
sounds. 
3. The organizer records the course of the event for documentation purposes. The image of the 
people      staying in the area of the event can get preserved and subsequently disseminated for 
documentating, reporting, advertising and promotional purposes. 
4. The organizer appoints partition zones of the event: 
     — the competition area with its social and technical facilities (for the competitors) that are 
inaccessible for the public, 
     — the audience – numbered seats on the upper and lower stands and ways to get there that are 
available for the public. 
5. The organizer provides with fire protections through providing that: 
— service staff, order-keeping services and the organizer know the location of the handheld 
firefighting equipment and the hydrants as well as the rules of conduction in case of fire 
emergency, 
— the order-keeping services are trained in the fields of leading the evacuation, ways of alarming 
the fire brigade, the rules of usage of the handheld firefighting equipment, first aid. 
6. The organizer reserves his right to małe insignificant changes in the course of the event or 
cancelling it  due to justifiable reasons- the, so called, higher power. The organizer will not be 
obliged to any sort of recompense in that field. If the organizer does not designate another date 
for the event, the ticket charges subject to refund. 
                                                               



§ 5 
1. The order-keeping services ensuring their position with proper ID's placed in a visible spot are 
entitled to, in accordance with the provisions of the act: 
— checking the permissions to take part in the event, 
— asking for people's ID's in order to check their identity, 
— searching through the luggage and clothing of the people in case of any suspicion, that these 
people may bring or own any kind of dangerous items, 
— giving order-keeping commands to people disrupting the public order behaving with the 
violation of the mass event's and the building's (the terrain's) rules and regulations, and in case of 
disobeying these particular commands— calling them to leave the event, 
— using physical force, meaning incapacitating holds as well as similar ways of defence in case of 
endangering other people and goods entrusted to the security or repulsing an attack on a member 
of the order-keeping service or any other person, on the terms specified in the article 38 of an act 
from 22 of august 1997 about defending people and property (The Act Book, Nr 114, pos. 740, 
with further changes), 
— holding in order to immediately deliver to the Police the people imminently endangering human 
life and health as well as the protected property. 
2. The order-keeping services are entitled to give their own safety instructions, according to 
applied laws. 

§ 6 
1. These rules and regulations are available: 
— in the organizer's headquarters: Sports Clubs PODWAWELSKI, 30-334 Krakow,  
Komandosów St. 21 
— on the organizer's website: www.rocknroll.pl in the “Information for the audience” section, 
— in the marked, information-providing points in the area of the mass event. 
2. In cases unregulated by these regulations, appropriate act of The Civil Code are to be applied. 

§ 7 
The rules and regulations apply throughout the duration of the event. 
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